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General Idea and Related Work

•

General idea?

•

Generalize “small” instances (using induction) to full results
Solve base cases automatically on a computer (using universal
declarative problem solving approaches such as SAT)

Successful?

•

Strategyproofness

-

•

•

An irresolute SCF f is Pε-strategyproof if there is no R, R’, i∈N
such that Rj=R’j for all j≠i and f(R’) Piε f(R)
Kelly’s Preference
Extension (1977)

Fishburn’s Preference
Extension (1972)

Assumption: nothing known about
tie-breaking mechanism

Assumption: tie-braking according
to unknown transitive preferences
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Figure 1: High-level system architecture

joritarian SCF f which satisfies a set of properties (e.g., P K strategyproofness and Pareto-optimality). For this specific
domain size, we then encode the requirements of the majoritarian SCF f as a propositional formula and let a SAT solver
decide whether this formula has a satisfying assignment. If
it has, we can translate the satisfying assignment back to
a concrete instance of a majoritarian SCF f which satisfies
the required properties. If the formula is unsatisfiable, we
know that no such function f exists.
The high-level architecture
of our
implementation
is
i
i
i
shown in Figure 1. The user selects the setting and the
axioms, which are then encoded as a SAT instance. De1pending
2 ...on then problem, some preparatory tasks have to be
solved before the actual encoding:

Voters i with complete, anti-symmetric and transitive preference
relations Ri over alternatives; strict part P (e.g., a P b P c)
Preference profiles R = (R , R , , R )

• tournament isomorphisms are determined using nauty
by McKay and Piperno [17], and

An SCF f is majoritarian if it is neutral and f(R) only depends on
• choice of
setsRfor
specific SCFsrelation
are computed
the pairwise majority comparisons
(majority
R
)
M(e.g.,
through matrix multiplication for UC and linear programming for BP ).
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(∀x∈X\Y, y∈Y: x Ri y) ∧

(∀x∈X, y∈Y\X: x Ri y)
a Pi b Pi c

Example:
{a,b} PiF {a,b,c} PiF {b,c}

{a,c} and {b} are incomparable

logic.
A direct and naı̈ve propositional encoding of the problem
would, however, require a huge number of propositional variables since many higher-order concepts are involved (e.g.,
sets of alternatives, preference relations on sets and alternatives, and functions from tuples of such relations to sets). In
our approach, only one type of variable is required, which
we use to encode
M SCFs. The variables are of the form cT,X
with T being a tournament and X being a set of alternatives. The semantics of these variables is that cT,X if and
only if f (T ) = X, i.e., the majoritarian SCF f selects the set
of alternatives X as the choice set for any preference profile
M
M
with majority graph T . In total, this gives us a high but

•

SAT solver

6

Choice sets

∀x∈X, y∈Y: (x Ri y)

{a,c} and {b} are incomparable
3.1 Initial Encoding
{a,b}SAT
and solvers
{a,b,c}operate
are incomparable
By design
on propositional

Closes gaps in the existing (axiomatic)
strategy-involvbut only successfulliterature
for proofs andon
counterexamples
ing up to 3 alternatives before the search space is exceeded.
proofness for irresolute social
choiceformalization,
functions,
e.g.,
Kellytogether
(1977),
An optimized
which
we derived
with
author of Ching
Nitpick (atand
the cost
of reduced
readability and
Barberá (1977), Gärdenforsthe
(1979),
Zhou
(2002),
flexibility), extends the performance to 4 alternatives, which
is still (2011),
below the requirements
for ourZwicker
results.
Brandt (2011), Brandt and Brill
Sanver and
In more detail, our approach is the following: for a given
(2012)
domain size n we want to check whether there exists a ma-
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X

Majoritarian SCFs

Results: e.g., efficiency
and strategyproofness
are incompatible for a
natural set extension

Alternatives

Y

Example:
we explain how this encoding
can be optimized to increase
Pi b Pi c {a}
PiK {a,b}
PiK {b,c} such that
the overalla performance
by orders
of magnitude
larger instances of up to 7 alternatives are solvable.

Results

A social choice function (SCF)
is atournaments,
functionand
that
mapsrelations
preference
• sets,
preference
are enuprofiles to non-empty subsets ofmerated,
alternatives

-

For irresolute SCFs: require set extension ε of individual preferences

B./G./Seedig, 2014: Finding preference profiles for k-majority
digraphs

Finite set of m alternatives, n voters

-

•

G./Endriss, 2011: Automated theorem search (through a
universal reduction step) for ranking sets of objects

Preliminaries

•

A resolute SCF f is strategyproof if there is no R, R’, i∈N such that
Rj=R’j for all j≠i and f(R’) Pi f(R)

Tang/Lin, 2009: Famous impossibilities (Arrow, Sen, MullerSatterthwaite, etc) for resolute social choice functions

In this paper

-

•

UC(R ) (uncovered set) consists of all alternatives that are not
covered

-

•

x covers y if y R v implies x R v for all alternatives v
m(m
2

1)

m

m(m+1)
2

BP(R ) (bipartisan set) defined based on game theory

manageable number of 2
·2 = 2
variables in
M 7
the initial encoding.
The following two subsections demonstrate the initial encoding of both contextual as well as explicit axioms to CNF.

- Alternatives as actions; payoffs based on RM
3.1.1 Context Axioms
consists
allwealternatives
M)explicit
- BP(R
Apart
from the
axioms,of
which
are going to de- with positive probability in
some Nash equilibrium

scribe in the next subsection, there are further axioms that
need to be considered in order to fully model the context
of majoritarian SCFs. For this purpose, an arbitrary function that maps tournaments to non-empty sets of its vertices
will be called a choice function. Using our initial encoding
a total of three further axioms is required, which will ensure that functionality of the choice function and neutrality
are respected: (i) functionality, (ii) canonical isomorphism
equality, and (iii) the orbit condition.
The first axiom ensures that the relational encoding of
f by variables cT,X indeed models a function rather than
an arbitrary relation, i.e., for each tournament T there is
exactly one set X such that the variable cT,X is set to true.
In formal terms this can be written as

Main Results

‣ Theorem (impossibility). For m ≥ 5 there is no majori-

tarian SCF f that satisfies Fishburn-strategyproofness
and Pareto-optimality

⌘

(8T ) ((9X)cT,X ^ (8Y, Z)Y 6= Z ! ¬(cT,Y ^ cT,Z ))
0
! Pareto-optimality1 refinement
Lemma.
‣
^
_
^
@ ( )cT,X ^
(¬cT,Y _ ¬cT,Z )A ,

case m = 5: automatic verification
‣ X Lemma. YBase
6=Z
Fishburn-strategyproofness
‣
which then translates to the pseudo code in Algorithm 1 for
generating the CNF
Refinement of UC
‣ file.
In all algorithms, the subroutine c(T, X) takes care of the
∃ strategyproof maj. SCF f⊆UC for m+1 alternatives
‣ Lemma.	

compact enumeration
of variables.
T

After the SAT solver has found a solution for the generated
SAT5instance, this solution
6 is decoded back7 into a humanreadable format.
In the following, we are going to describe in more detail
how31
the general setting 63
of majoritarian SCFs
127as well as their
properties like strategyproofness can be encoded into CNF
(conjunctive normal form). Firstly, we describe our initial
encoding,
1,024 which is expressive
32,768 enough to~encode
2⋅106all required
properties, but allows for small domain sizes of (depending
on the axioms) at most 4 to 5 alternatives only. Secondly,

The second and third axioms together constitute neutral	

 	

 	

 ∃ strategyproof maj. SCF
ity of the choice function f . Formally, neutrality can be
written as

6

An encoding‣ with
variables
cT,x
alternatives
x rather of:
Defined
like
BPforwith
the exception
than sets would require less variable symbols. It, however,
leads to much more complexity in the generated clauses,
which more than o↵sets these savings.

56 strict formalization
456 required for
On12
the other hand, the
Nitpick helped identifying a formally inaccurate definition
of Fishburn-strategyproofness by Gärdenfors [12] (and repeated
by several authors).
~ 1018
~ 10101
~ 10959

of UC

f’⊆UC for m alternatives

(possibility). There exists a refinement of BP
‣ Theorem
for all tournaments T and

⇡(f (T )) = f (⇡(T ))

permutations ⇡.
which is still Kelly-strategyproof

A direct encoding of this neutrality axiom, however, would
BP is over
not the
smallest majoritarian
‣ Corollary.
not only be tedious
(quantification
all permutations),
satisfyingasKelly-strategyproofness
but also does ourSCF
reformulation
canonical isomorphism
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Lemma 1. A majoritarian SCF f is Pareto-optimal i↵ i
is a refinement of UC .
May 2014

Proof. It is well-known (and was actually already ob
served by Fishburn [10]) that UC is Pareto-optimal, from
which it trivially follows that all its refinements are Pareto

